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Abstract:  
 

Sustainable management of natural resources, and in particular fisheries, must take into account 
several conflicting objectives. This is the case in the French Guiana shrimp fishery for which 
profitability objectives imply a reduction in the fishing activity. On the one hand, this fishery has 
negative externalities on marine biodiversity due to discards. On the other hand, this fishery has 
positive externalities on the economy of the local community and interestingly enough on a protected 
seabird species in the area (the Frigatebird that feeds on discards). In this paper, we examine the 
viability of that system considering two sustainability objectives: an economic objective in terms of the 
profitability of the fishing activity, and a conservation objective in terms of the Frigatebird population. 
For that purpose, we have developed a dynamic model of that bioeconomic system and study here the 
trade-offs between the two conflicting objectives. It provides a means to quantify the necessary give 
and takes involving the economic and ecological objectives that would ensure a viable management 
solution. Our study confirms the relevance of the viability approach to address natural resource 
management issues, which should lead to the development of new tools for the arbitration of 
conflicting sustainability objectives. In particular, such tools could be used as a quantitative basis for 
cost–benefit analysis taking into account environmental externalities. 
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1 Introduction1

Fishery activities generate externalities on biodiversity. On the one hand, there2

are numerous negative externalities linked to fishery discards in terms of by-3

catch species and loss of marine biodiversity. Indeed, eliminating discards is4

currently a major political objective (CEC, 2007). On the other hand, one5

potential positive externality of these discards is that they may play a fun-6

damental role in marine bird feeding (Furness, 2003). According to Furness7

(1999), reducing fishery discards may dramatically reduce some seabird pop-8

ulations. This is also the case when discards are reduced due to an adjust-9

ment of fishing activities related to the economic context. For example, the10

prior level of fishing activity of the French Guiana shrimp fishery is no longer11

economically viable given the present prices, costs, and amount of subsidies.12

The recent reduction in that fishing activity has resulted in a high rate of13

Frigatebird chick mortality and has triggered a conflict between the ecological14

objective of the Frigatebird conservation program off the caribbean coast of15

French Guiana and the economic objective of the fishery. Managing fishery ac-16

tivities in a sustainable way must thus take into account conflicting objectives17

of ensuring economic viability while preserving marine and bird biodiversity.18

In ecological economics, it is now recognized that multicriteria modeling, and19

especially the viability approach (Aubin, 1991), are well-suited to address20

sustainability issues (De Lara and Doyen, 2008). The aim of viability approach21

is to study the consistency between a dynamic model and a set of constraints.22

It consists in defining the conditions for the constraints to be satisfied at23

all times. In particular, thanks to the viability approach, it is possible to24

characterize the dynamics of a bio-economic system in terms of its capacity to25

achieve, in the long-run, sustainability objectives represented by ecological and26

economic constraints. Béné et al. (2001), Doyen and Béné (2003) and Eisenack27

et al. (2006) have used the viability approach to investigate natural resource28

management issues. Cury et al. (2005) have argued that the application of29

the viability approach is relevant for an ecosystem management of fisheries.30

Indeed, the viability of fisheries has recently been studied by Doyen et al.31

(2007), Martinet et al. (2007) and Chapel et al. (2008), among others.32

Viability studies usually account for constraints with given levels. In this study,33

we set out to investigate a way to account for potential interactions between34

constraint levels. That would provide much needed information about trade-35

offs between sustainability objectives. In the example of the French Guiana36

shrimp fishery and Frigatebirds, it would allow us to describe the trade-offs37
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between ensuring the viability of the shrimp trawling and maintaining the bird38

population which feeds on fishery discards.39

To this end, we have developed a dynamic bioeconomic model of a fishery40

that generates discards which are a source of food for a bird population. We41

account for two sustainability objectives (represented by constraints): an eco-42

nomic constraint on the profitability of the fishing activity, and a conservation43

constraint of the bird population. By extending the viability approach, we ex-44

amine how these sustainability objectives are compatible one with respect to45

the other, and if there are trade-offs between both viability constraint levels.46

In other words, we are dealing with how to cope with two seemingly different47

objectives at the same time, and more specifically with the give and take in48

the level of constraints that must be worked out to be able to reach these49

objectives.50

The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we present a model based on51

the Guianese shrimp fishery. In Section 3, we address the co-viability issue of52

achieving at the same time economic and ecological objectives in a dynamic53

way. In Section 4, we extend the viability approach by describing the trade-54

offs between economic and biological objectives. We also define the economic55

conditions that are necessary (including the minimum amount of subsidies)56

if the Guianese fishing activity is to be viable while maintaining a targeted57

Frigatebird population level. In Section 5, we discuss the pertinence of the58

extended viability approach as well as its usefulness as a tool that provides59

a well-grounded basis for arbitration between conflicting sustainability objec-60

tives. Parameter values and mathematical proof are provided in the appendix.61

2 A model of fishery interacting with a seabird population62

2.1 The French Guiana case study63

The shrimp fishery in French Guiana is composed of trawlers fishing for shrimp64

on the continental shelf. Two main species are involved: Farfantepeneus subtilis65

and F. brasiliensis. Only F. subtilis was accounted for. It is the species caught66

the most often and, since the eighties, it has been thoroughly investigated67

by Ifremer (the French institute of research for the exploitation of the sea)68

providing a solid knowledge of the population and exploitation dynamics. From69

a historical point of view, the economic dynamics of the fishery have been70

characterized by a decrease in the fishing activity for profitability purpose. In71
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turn, the amount of catch has dramatically decreased, and actually it is about72

half the Maximum Sustainable Yield (MSY). This decrease in fishing activity73

implied a decrease in discard.74

The Frigatebird Fregata magnificens population in French Guiana is the most75

important colony of this seabird species from North Brazil to Venezuela. The76

colony is located in a natural reserve on “Le Grand Connetable”, a small island77

which makes survey easy. Their are exceptional birds, because of their low78

reproduction rate, their long period of parental care (the longest of any bird),79

and their long life spend (more than 30 years.) (Weimerskirch et al., 2003).80

Before the development of the shrimp fishery (and associated discards), the81

Frigatebird population was stable, with about 180 nesting couples succeeding82

in raising their chick. Since it is not possible here to represent the Frigatebird83

population in a dynamic way in our case (sufficient long-run data is not yet84

available to assess the dynamics), the number of breeding bird couples serves85

as a proxy for the Frigatebird population.86

Calixto-Albarran and Osorno (2000) have found a correlation between the87

variety of fish in the diet of Frigatebird population on Isla Isabel (off the Pa-88

cific coast of Mexico) and species discarded by prawn-fishing trawlers in the89

area, thereby assuming an opportunistic feeding during nesting period. Based90

on personal field observation that found 120 Frigatebirds feeding on the dis-91

card of a sole shrimp trawler, the same correlation is assumed to hold for92

the Guianese population. A strong correlation has been also observed between93

chick mortality during breeding and periods of declining fishing effort (and94

associated decreasing discards) within the area of bird foraging (unpublished95

data). Until recently, the decrease in discard had no impact on the Frigatebird96

population, but the ongoing decline of the fishery and the associated observed97

mortality of chicks now jeopardize the conservation program. In the 2007 eco-98

nomic context, some of the 639 surveyed couples were not able to feed their99

chick. Understanding the interactions between economic dynamics and the100

conservation objectives is therefore necessary. For that purpose, we develop a101

bioeconomic model of the fishery.102

2.2 The bioeconomic model103

We consider a single stock fishery, characterized every year t by the biomass104

Bt of the resource stock (shrimp in our case study). The dynamics of the bio-105

economic system is controlled by the fishing effort Et, following Clark (1985).106

The global harvest is defined by Ht = qBtEt, where the constant parameter107
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q represents the catchability of the resource. Using a discrete time version of108

the “logistic model” to represent the growth function of the shrimp stock, the109

dynamics of the resource stock is given by110

Bt+1 = Bt +R(Bt)−Ht = Bt + rBt

(
1− Bt

Bsup

)
− qBtEt (1)

where Bsup is the carrying capacity of the ecosystem, and r the natural growth111

rate of the resource stock (r < 1).112

The fishery is characterized by profit given as113

πt = (p+ τ)Ht − cEt = (p+ τ)qBtEt − cEt (2)

where p is an exogenous resource price, τ is a production subsidy and c is the114

per effort unit cost.115

This fishery generates discards of bycatch species. These discards depend on116

the fishing effort Et. A part of these discards is used by seabirds to feed117

themselves and to feed newborns during the breeding season (Frigatebirds118

in our case study). We define the quantity of discards available for birds as119

Dt = dEt, where d is a discard constant, i.e., the quantity of discarded biomass120

that birds can eat per unit of fishing effort. An important point is that the121

discards are made up of bycatch species (fish, squid, starfish, crabs, jellyfish),122

hence not proportional to the catches of the targeted species (to the shrimp123

biomass) but to the fishing effort (the overall number of trawler’s haul).124

We are interested in the number of Frigatebird couples that make a nest and125

find enough food to raise the chick until it can leave the nest. We assume the126

following relationship between discards and Frigatebird nests127

Ft = sDt + F0 (3)

where F0 is the number of Frigatebird couples that raised a chick successfully128

before fishing began in the area and there was no discard. s is a constant129

parameter describing the effect of the new food source provided by discards.130
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2.3 The viability constraints131

In the present analysis, we will focus on two viability constraints.132

On the one hand, the economic viability of the shrimp fishery depends on its133

profit that has to be positive, i.e., πt ≥ 0.134

Defining the catch per unit of effort ht = Ht/Et (for Et > 0), and using the135

profit definition (eq. 2), leads to the following136

πt ≥ 0 ⇒ ht ≥
c

p+ τ

The catch per unit of effort ht = qBt must therefore be greater than a threshold137

hmin = c
p+τ

for the fishing activity to be profitable. This threshold depends on138

the economic context (resource price, subsidies level, and cost structure). The139

viability constraint representing that economic objective is thus defined as140

ht ≥ hmin. (4)

On the other hand, an ecological objective is to protect the Frigatebird popu-141

lation. For that purpose, a minimum number of couples able to feed chicks is142

targeted. The viability constraint representing this ecological objective is thus143

defined as144

Ft ≥ Fmin. (5)

We aim at defining bioeconomic configurations that make it possible to satisfy145

both the constraints in a dynamic way.146

3 Co-viability analysis147

3.1 The viability framework of analysis148

To develop our analysis, we have adopted the viability approach. The purpose149

of our analysis is to determine if there are inter-temporal viable exploitation150

decisions E(.) that make it possible to satisfy both the economic objective151
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(eq. 4) and the conservation objective (eq. 5), at all times t ≥ t0, given the152

dynamics of the fishery (eq.1).153

The approach is based on the definition of states B and controls E, satisfying154

dynamics (1) resulting in trajectories that respect the constraints (4) and (5).155

We define the set of states B from which there exist inter-temporal decisions156

resulting in viable trajectories. Formally, this set, called the viability kernel of157

the problem, is defined by158

Viab(hmin, Fmin) =


B0

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣

∃E(.) and B(.) starting from B0

satisfying dynamics (1)

and constraints (4) and (5) ∀ t ≥ t0.


(6)

The viability kernel of our problem is determined in subsection 3.2. From any159

state inside the viability kernel, there exists at least one viable decision driving160

the dynamic system on a viable trajectory, i.e., a trajectory that respects the161

constraints at all times. On the contrary, if the state is outside the viability162

kernel, or if the trajectory leaves it, there are no decisions making it possible163

to respect the constraints forever, and at least one of the constraints will be164

violated within a finite time. It means that if state B is not in the viability165

kernel, the viability objectives can not be achieved intertemporally. As a con-166

sequence, if the viability kernel is empty, there are no bioeconomic states of167

the fishery that allows the satisfaction of both economic and ecological con-168

straints in the long run. It means that the sustainability objectives are too169

ambitious and could never be achieved in the long run, whatever the initial170

condition of the system. To avoid such an unviable situation, one can relax171

one of the constraints. We will use that approach in Section 4.172

From a mathematical point of view, the viability kernel is an invariant set. It is173

the biggest set of states such that from any of those states there are admissible174

decisions resulting in dynamics that both satisfy the viability constraints and175

remain within the set. This means that from any viable state, at least one176

dynamic path remains within the viability kernel. Viable decisions are thus177

defined such that the viability constraints are satisfied and the state of the178

system stays within the viability kernel.179
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3.2 The viability kernel180

We provide here the viability kernel of our problem. The proof and mathe-181

matical details are in the appendix.182

The expression of the viability kernel depends on the condition183

Fmin ≤
rsd

q

(
1− hmin

qBsup

)
+ F0 (7)

An interpretation of this condition is given in the following subsection pre-184

senting a sensitivity analysis.185

If (hmin, Fmin) satisfy condition (7), the viability kernel is the set186

V iab(hmin, Fmin) = [B(hmin), Bsup] (8)

where187

B(hmin) =
hmin
q

. (9)

The associated viable decisions Eviab must satisfy conditions188

E(Fmin) ≤ Eviab ≤ E(B, hmin), where189

E(Fmin) =
Fmin − F0

sd
(10)

and190

E(B, hmin) =
1

q

(
1 + r

(
1− B

Bsup

)
− hmin

q

1

B

)
(11)

If (hmin, Fmin) do not satisfy condition (7), the viability kernel is empty191

(Viab(hmin, Fmin) = ∅).192

When it is not the empty set, the viability kernel is as represented on Fig.1193
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E (F min)
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Viab(hmin,Fmin)

Fig. 1. Viability kernel (stock biomass) associated with economic constraint hmin
and conservation objective Fmin, and associated viable decisions (fishing effort).

3.3 Sensitivity analysis194

When the viability kernel is not empty (i.e., if condition (7) holds), it expres-195

sion depends on the constraint threshold hmin (see eq. 8). Moreover, viable196

decisions depend on both hmin and Fmin (see eqs. 10 and 11).197

In our viability problem, the economic constraint (4) corresponds to a viability198

condition depending on the economic context. This context may change (if199

prices, subsidies, or costs change), resulting in a change in the viability kernel.200

In a similar way, the ecological constraint (5) is an ecological objective that201

may be adjusted. We provide here a sensitivity analysis of the results with202

respect to the levels of the constraints.203

From eq. (9), one can see that B(hmin) increases with hmin, which means204

that the higher the economic constraint (the worse the economic context), the205

higher the induced stock constraint, and then the smaller the viability kernel.206

Fig. 2 represents this result. We consider two economic contexts, hmin1 and207

hmin2, with hmin2 > hmin1 meaning that the economic context is more favor-208

able to the fishery in case 1 (higher price and/or subsidy, and/or lower costs) ;209

and two ecological objectives Fmin1 and Fmin2, with Fmin2 > Fmin1, meaning210
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that one wants to maintain higher a Frigatebird population in situation 2.211

13000 14000 15000 16000 17000 18000
0

5

10

15

20

25

30

35

40

Fishing effort E

Stock (biomass) B

E (F min1)

E (F min2)

E (hmin1,B)

E (hmin2,B)

Viable
decisions (2)

Viab(hmin1,Fmin1)

Viab(hmin2,Fmin2)

Fig. 2. Sensitivity of the Viability kernel V iab(hmin, Fmin) to the constraints levels.
hmin2 > hmin1 and Fmin2 > Fmin1. The higher the constraints, the smaller the
kernel and the more reduced the associated viable decisions.

In Fig.2, the higher the economic constraint level, the smaller the viability212

kernel. Moreover, as the threshold E(Fmin) linearly increases with respect213

to the constraint level, the viable decisions are reduced when the ecological214

objective increases.215

If the conservation objective is too high, it is not possible to reach the ecolog-216

ical objective for the given economic constraint; the viability kernel is empty217

(no state makes it possible to satisfy both the constraints over time). From dy-218

namical perspective, if the economic context is degraded (i.e., if hmin increases)219

the maximum viable effort E(B) decreases, inducing a lower potential conser-220

vation of the bird population. There is thus a trade-off between economic221

viability and ecological conservation. In the next section, we study that point222

in more detail.223

As regards condition (7), we can say that the conservation objective must be224

lower than a threshold depending on the economic context. The higher hmin225

is, the lower Fmin must be for the viability kernel not to be empty. As we226

should see, this condition will play a crucial role in the trade-offs between227

sustainability objectives.228
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4 Trade-off between sustainability objectives229

In this section, we discuss the consequences of the economic viability of the230

fishery on the conservation objective of the Frigatebird population. We first231

provide an analysis describing trade-offs between the economic objective and232

the biodiversity conservation objective. We then define the economic incentive233

that would make it possible to reach a given conservation objective, when it234

is not possible in the initial economic context, and the associated cost.235

4.1 Set of reachable objectives236

In a given economic context (i.e., for hmin corresponding to given prices, costs237

and subsidy levels), it would be interesting to know how large a Frigatebird238

population can be in the long run. To obtain this information, we compute the239

maximum conservation objective for which the viability kernel is not empty.240

We define the maximum reachable conservation objective with respect to hmin241

as follows.242

F(hmin) = max {Fmin |Viab(hmin, Fmin) 6= ∅} (12)

The non-emptiness of the viability kernel depends on relationship (7). The243

maximum level Fmin that satisfies this condition is244

F(hmin) =
rsd

q

(
1− hmin

qBsup

)
+ F0 (13)

According to our calculation, given the 2007 economic context, the maxi-245

mum number of Frigatebird couples expected to successfully breed is (around)246

F(hmin) = 478 couples, meaning that some of the 639 Frigatebird couples sur-247

veyed in 2007 would lose their chick during the nesting period.248

We have exhibited a trade-off between the economic constraint hmin and the249

ecological constraint Fmin. Achievable conservation objectives must satisfy250

Fmin ≤ F(hmin). To increase the level of one of the constraints above the251

threshold given by compatibility relationship (13), it is necessary to reduce252

the level of the other.253

To provide more information about trade-offs between sustainability objec-254
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tives, in the following section we examine the give and takes between the255

conservation objective Fmin and the economic objective hmin.256

4.2 Equivalent economic incentives: One of the costs of biodiversity conser-257

vation258

In our case study, the economic constraint is defined by the economic context.259

This constraint can be modified by changing the subsidy level (increasing it or260

decreasing it). The ecological objective is more flexible as it is a chosen target.261

It can be adapted in order to have a non-empty viability kernel.262

It is possible to define the necessary economic conditions to be able to reach263

a given conservation objective Fmin, that is to say to look for the economic264

conditions resulting in a hmin such that the viability kernel is not empty. For265

this purpose, we define the reciprocity of relationship (13), i.e., the maximum266

level of hmin that is compatible with an ecological constraint Fmin:267

H(Fmin) = max {hmin |Viab(hmin, Fmin) 6= ∅} (14)

We have268

H(Fmin) = qBsup

(
1− q(Fmin − F0)

rsd

)
(15)

This level corresponds to the worst economic context compatible with the269

Frigatebird population objective Fmin. If the economic situation is worse, i.e.,270

if the economic proxy hmin = ct
pt+τt

is higher than the threshold H(Fmin), the271

viability constraints cannot be satisfied. It means that to be able to reach a272

conservation objective Fmin, it is necessary to modify the viability constraint273

hmin (by changing the economic context, adjusting the subsidy level) so that274

the viability kernel is not empty.275

As the level of the economic proxy depends on the economic context, one can276

compute the equivalent shrimp price (including subsidies) at which a given277

ecological viability objective Fmin would be reachable 1
278

1 The same kind of analysis could have been done on cost structure ct with a dis-
cussion on the evolution of fishing costs, such as oil, and potential specific subsidies.
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hmin ≤ H(Fmin)⇔ c

(p+ τ)
≤ qBsup

(
1− q(Fmin − F0)

rsd

)

⇔ (p+ τ) ≥ c

qBsup

 1

1− q(Fmin−F0)
rsd

 (16)

To achieve the conservation objective Fmin, a minimum fishing activity is279

needed. That level of fishing activity is profitable only if the selling price280

(price plus subsidy) is higher that the threshold defined in eq. (16). As this281

selling price includes the exogenous market price pt and the subsidy τt, the282

minimum level of the subsidy that will result in a non-empty viability kernel283

is defined as284

τ ∗(Fmin) =
c

qBsup

 1

1− q(Fmin−F0)
rsd

− p (17)

This level of subsidy 2 can be interpreted as follows: If a conservation objective285

Fmin higher than the value F(hmin) (with hmin = ct
pt+τt

) is to be reached, it is286

necessary to provide an economic incentive at a level τ ∗, instead of the initial287

level τt. In a symmetric way, note that when the viability kernel is not empty288

(when economic constraint hmin is lower thanH(Fmin)), it is possible to reduce289

subsidy level from τt to τ ∗ in order to reduce bycatch while still satisfying the290

conservation objective Fmin.291

By construction, if τ = τ ∗(Fmin), then hmin = H(Fmin) (which expression is292

given by eq. 15). It is possible to compute the minimum cost of such an incen-293

tive program by multiplying the subsidies level τ ∗ by the minimum quantity294

of shrimp H harvested in the viability kernel, i.e., at the equilibrium state295

B(hmin) which is associated to effort E(Fmin). It reads H = qB(hmin)E(Fmin).296

Moreover hmin = H/E, which leads to H = H(Fmin)E. As from eq.(17)297

τ ∗ = c
H(Fmin)

− p, the expression of the minimum total subsidy cost S(Fmin)298

can be written as299

2 From an economic point of view, a negative subsidy is a tax. In the following
analysis, this case is not excluded. Our result can also be interpreted as follows:
what could be the maximum tax level (in order to reduce fishery’s activity and
bycatch level) compatible with a given conservation objective of the Frigatebird
population.
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S(Fmin) =

(
c

H(Fmin)
− p

)
H(Fmin)E(Fmin) (18)

=

(
c− pqBsup

(
1− q(Fmin − F0)

rsd

))
Fmin − F0

sd
(19)

Eq. (19) only depends on exogenous parameters and on the viability target300

Fmin. It is a parabola which is equal to zero when the target Fmin is the natural301

level F0. Fig. 3 represents that cost with respect to the viability constraint302

Fmin.303

150 200 250 300 350 400 450 500 550 600 650

0

1000

2000

3000

4000

5000

6000

Guaranteed annual Frigatebirds nests Fmin

Total subsidy cost S(Fmin) in k-euros per year

F(hmin)

Fig. 3. Total annual cost of a subsidy program S(Fmin) with respect to the Frigate-
birds conservation objective Fmin. As a benchmark, F(hmin) is the maximum con-
servation objective that is reachable in the present economic context (without mod-
ifying the subsidy level).

5 Conclusion304

Several seabird species feed on the discards of fisheries. If the fishery collapses305

for economic reasons, the bird population could decline. In this paper, we306

focus on the the particular and unusual relationship between the subsidized307

Guianese shrimp fishery and the protected Frigatebird population. The recent308

decline in the trawling activity has been correlated with an increased Frigate-309

bird chicks mortality rate. Using a bioeconomic model describing the dynamics310

of the shrimp fishery and its interactions with the Frigatebird population, we311
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have accounted for two apparently conflicting sustainability objectives repre-312

sented by constraints: an economic constraint on the profitability of the fishing313

activity, and a conservation constraint of the bird population. By extending314

the viability approach, we have examined how these sustainability objectives315

are compatible one with respect to the other, and if there are trade-offs be-316

tween both viability constraint levels. More specifically, we have been able to317

investigate the give and takes in the level of constraints that must be worked318

out to be able to reach these objectives.319

In our case study, the maximum Frigatebird population that can be conserved320

depends on the fishing activity, that is limited by the economic context of321

the fishery. It would be possible to conserve a larger population if subsidies322

were granted to increase the shrimp trawling. Thanks to our approach, we are323

able to determine the lowest level of subsidies needed to ensure the economic324

viability of the fishery while maintaining a targeted Frigatebird population.325

Moreover, we came to understand that if that level is lower than the current326

amount of subsidies, it would be possible to further reduce the subsidy level327

without arming the bird population. On the contrary, if that level is higher328

than the current level, it would amount to what we call an “extra-cost”. In329

this case, it appears that the managers of the conservation program should330

be aware of this when they define their ecological objective in terms of popu-331

lation number. To sum up, the objectives of a conservation program (within332

a protected area) cannot be defined without taking into account potential in-333

teractions with ecological and economic dynamics outside the protected area.334

Our study confirms the relevance of the viability approach to account for eco-335

logical and economic objectives in the case of natural resources management336

issues. Applying this approach makes it possible to define the bioeconomic337

conditions for several objectives, represented by constraints and given target338

levels, to be achievable at all times. By extending the viability approach to ac-339

count for the give and takes of the constraint levels, it is possible to determine340

the set of achievable objectives and pinpoint trade-offs between sustainability341

targets. This extended approach would provide policymakers with thorough342

knowledge of all the possible achievable objectives, including trade-offs be-343

tween conflicting ones, and therefore provide a well-grounded basis for arbi-344

tration. In our study, the quantitative description of the trade-offs between345

sustainability objectives could be a starting point for a broader environmental346

economic analysis aiming to define the socially optimal level of an incentive347

program. The cost of fishery subsidies has to be compared to i) its benefits348

in terms of social externalities (communities support and employment) and349

ecological positive externalities (Frigatebird conservation), and to ii) its costs350
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in terms of negative externalities on marine biodiversity.351
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A Appendix362

A.1 Parameter values363

We present here the way parameters were obtain, and the hypothesis underlying364

our model.365

Economic and biological parameters for the shrimp fishery Biolog-366

ical parameters of the shrimp fishery were estimated using LPUE series (landings367

per unit of effort) as an index of abundance. These LPUE were computed using368

information from fishing companies log books on fishing time and landings. We369

used non linear parameter estimation techniques to find the best fit of the predicted370

LPUE, given the observed LPUE. The fitting criterion is the minimization of the371

square deviation, using the methods provided by Hilborn and Walters (1992).372

Economic parameters (costs, prices, and subsidies) in the 2007 economic context373

were computed by Huber Fayet. 3 In 2007, the economic context was p2007 = 7374

k-euros per ton ; τ2007 = 1.1 k-euros per ton ; c2007 = 641.893 k-euros. These values375

were defined from economic surveys carried out in May 2007 within the Chaloupe376

project, in the three major shrimp fishing companies. In the 2007 economic context,377

the minimum catches per unit of effort ensuring profitability was 79.246 tons of378

shrimps per effort unit (it corresponds to a resource stock B = 16, 074 tons). The379

3 Huber Fayet (2007) Modélisation bioéconomique de la pêcherie crevettière de
Guyane Française, Master thesis, under the supervising of Christian Chaboud
(IRD).
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related viability constraint is hmin = 79.246. Note that without subsidies (i.e., if380

τ = 0), the fishery would not be profitable at all at the 2007 price and costs.381

Frigatebird and fishery interaction parameters The parameters of the382

interaction between the Frigatebird population and fishery discards were obtained383

by Fabian Blanchard and Julien Semelin. 4 We explain here the basic idea underlying384

relationship (3).385

In our model, the fishing effort unit has been defined as the total effort developed by386

a vessel during one year. Taking into account the maximum individual size of a fish387

a Frigatebird is capable of swallowing, a trawler haul generates 11.2 kg of discarded388

biomass the birds can feed on. Computing the mean number of days at sea per389

vessel and per year (which is quite constant around 258 days at sea per vessel per390

year in our case study, as climatic conditions in this area are quite similar from one391

year to another), and accounting for two trawling haul per day, each fishing effort392

unit E generates d = 5.78 tons of discards available as a source of food for birds per393

year. Given the facts that the bird species has a long life time and a late maturity394

age, and that data on the population size are available only for recent years, it is395

not possible to model, according to current knowledge, the population dynamics396

and the influence of discard on it. We thus have to make some strong assumption397

on the relationship between discard and reproduction success. The number of nests398

in natural conditions (the one observed before the development of the fishery in the399

60’s) is about 180 couples succeeding in reproduction each year. This leads to our400

reference population F0. Given recent data on discard and Frigatebird population401

survey, chick mortality occurs every time the quantity of discards decreases below402

336 kg per couple. In particular, 215 tons of discards made it possible to ensure the403

viability of the 639 nests surveyed in January 2007. We assume that discards have a404

linear effect on reproduction success, and consider two reference points: 180 couples405

are viable with no discard, 639 couples are viable with 215 tons of discards. It gives406

us a slop of 2.135 for the linear relationship linking bird couples to discard. Hence407

the parameters of eq.(3).408

The 2007 survey of Frigatebird population leads to an evaluation of the population409

size of 639 couples (two adults and a nest). A total conservation objective would410

results in a threshold Fmin = 639 (this objective would require to maintain a quan-411

tity of discards available for feeding of 215 tons each year).412

413

4 Blanchard F. and Semelin J. (2008) Impact of fishery discards on the popula-
tion dynamics of a tropical marine bird species (Fregate Magnificiens) in French
Guiana: when fishermen strike affects the bird reproduction success. Unpublished
work. Chaloupe working paper.
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The following table gives the parameters value for our case study.414

Parameter name value (units)

r resource growth rate 0.91

Bsup environmental carrying capacity 18500 (tons)

q resource catchability 4.93 ∗ 10−3 (year)−1

d rate of “available” discards 5.78 (tons).(year)−1

s “feeding on discards” effect 2.135 (bird couples).(tons)−1

F0 “natural bird population” 180 (bird couples)

415

416

A.2 Computation of the viability kernel417

We refer to De Lara and Doyen (2008) for the resolution of viability problems in a418

discrete time framework.419

Consider the viability problem defined by the dynamics (1) and the constraints (4)420

and (5). The aim of the analysis is to define the viability kernel (eq. 6) Viab(hmin, Fmin) ⊆421

B = [0, Bsup].422

Constraint (4) results in the necessary condition

Bt ≥
hmin
q

(A.1)

We define the threshold value B(hmin) = hmin
q . The economic constraint (eq. 4) is423

thus equivalent to the state constraint Bt ≥ B(hmin). This constraint is stationary424

through time.425

According to Aubin (1991) and De Lara and Doyen (2008), the viability kernel of426

the problem is the biggest invariant set within the constrained set [B(hmin), Bsup],427

in the sense that:428

• from any stateB0 ∈ Viab there are trajectories staying within Viab and respecting429

the constraints forever (invariance of the viability kernel)430

• from any state B0 ∈ B \ Viab there are no trajectory satisfying the constraint431

forever.432

To prove the results presented in section 3.2, we will proceed as follows:433
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• We introduce some preliminary results434

• We then show that the whole constrained domain [B(hmin), Bsup] is viable if435

condition (7) holds.436

• We last prove that the viability kernel is empty if condition (7) does not hold.437

Step 1: Preliminary results438

439

• Given the ecological constraint (5) and the definition (3), any viable decision must
satisfy Et ≥ E(Fmin), with

E(Fmin) =
Fmin − F0

sd
(A.2)

• For any Bt ≥ B(hmin), we define the fishing effort E(hmin, Bt) such that Bt+1 =
B(hmin). Given the dynamics (1), it reads

E(hmin, Bt) =
1
q

(
1 + r

(
1− Bt

Bsup

)
− hmin

q

1
Bt

)
E(hmin, Bt) satisfies the three following properties:440

i) As the dynamics (1) is decreasing with the effort (the higher Et the lower441

Bt+1), for any Bt ∈ [B(hmin), Bsup], if Et ≤ E(hmin, Bt) then Bt+1 ≥ B(hmin);442

respectively, we have: if Et ≥ E(hmin, Bt) then Bt+1 ≤ B(hmin).443

ii) We have E(hmin, B(hmin)) = r
q (1− hmin

qBsup
) which is equivalent to

rB(hmin)
(

1− B(hmin)
Bsup

)
= qB(hmin)Et

It means that for Bt = B and Et = E(hmin, B(hmin)), the growth of the natural444

resource is equal to the catches; we have a stationary state, and the resource445

stock remains at B(hmin), resulting in an equilibrium.446

iii) Note that E(hmin, Bt) is an inverted U-shape parabola.447

On the interval [B(hmin), Bsup], its minimum value is at one of the boundary448

of the definition set.449

Standard computation gives E(hmin, B(hmin)) = r
q (1− hmin

qBsup
), and450

E(hmin, Bsup) = 1
q (1− hmin

qBsup
).451

As r < 1, we have E(hmin, B(hmin)) < E(hmin, Bsup), which means that

arg min
B∈[B(hmin),Bsup]

E(hmin, B) = B(hmin).
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Step 2: Proof that the viability kernel is [B(hmin), Bsup] when condition (7)452

holds.453

454

We assume that Fmin ≤ rsd
q

(
1− hmin

qBsup

)
+ F0 (condition 7).455

From relation (A.1), we know that the Viab ⊆ [B(hmin), Bsup]. To prove our claimed456

result, we need to prove that [B(hmin), Bsup] ⊆ V iab, which leads to the equality457

of the sets. For that purpose, we only have to show to that there exists (at least)458

one decision rule that keeps the state of the system within the set [B(hmin), Bsup]459

while respecting the constraint.460

Let us define the following closed-loop decision rule: Et = E(hmin, Bt), defined at461

step 1 above.462

From any initial state Bt ∈ [B(hmin), Bsup], we have Bt+1 = B(hmin), by definition463

of E(hmin, Bt). Then, according to the properties ii) of E(hmin, B(hmin)) described464

at step 1, the trajectory is stationary at B(hmin).465

Along this particular trajectory, as Bt ≥ B(hmin) for any t, the economic constraint466

(4) is satisfied at any time.467

Moreover, along that trajectory, for any time t, we have Et = E(hmin, Bt).468

Using the result iii) exhibited in step 1 that E(hmin, Bt) ≥ E(hmin, B(hmin))469

for all B ∈ [B(hmin), Bsup], we have for all times Et ≥ E(hmin, B(hmin)), where470

E(hmin, B(hmin)) = r
q

(
1− hmin

qBsup

)
(see step 1, point ii) above).471

The condition (7) is equivalent to r
q

(
1− hmin

qBsup

)
≥ Fmin−F0

sd .472

We thus get Et ≥ Fmin−F0
sd , which implies that the biological constraint (5) is satis-473

fied, according to the result (A.2) presented at step 1.474

For any state within [B(hmin), Bsup], the proposed decision rule leads to a trajectory475

satisfying the viability constraints at all times.476

We thus have [B(hmin), Bsup] ⊆ Viab(hmin, Fmin). Q.E.D.477

The viable decisions associated with a given viable states B ∈ Viab(hmin, Fmin) are478

E(Fmin) ≤ E(B) ≤ E(hmin, B). The first inequality is required to the satisfaction479

of the ecological constraint (see first point of step 1), and the second inequality is480

required to maintain the state B within the viability kernel (see step 1, point i)).481
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Step 3: Proof that the viability kernel is empty when when condition (7) does482

not hold.483

484

To prove that the viability kernel is empty when Fmin >
rsd
q

(
1− hmin

qBsup

)
+ F0, we485

will show that a stationary fishing effort at the minimal level necessary to satifsy486

the ecological constraint (5) would result in a violation of the economic constraint487

(4), whatever the initial condition of the biomass.488

489

In our model, for r < 1, if a stationary fishing effort is applied, the biomass reaches
an associated equilibrium

Bss(E) = Bsup

(
1− q

r
E
)
. (A.3)

in a finite time (Clark, 1985). Moreover, the higher the fishing effort E, the lower490

the equilibrium biomass.491

Let us consider the particular fishing effort E(Fmin) = Fmin−F0
sd , which is the mini-492

mal fishing effort such that the ecological constraint (5) is satisfied. From any initial493

state in the constraint domain [B(hmin), Bsup] we assume a stationary fishing effort494

Et = E(Fmin).495

If condition (7) doesn’t hold, we have496

497

Fmin >
rsd

q

(
1− hmin

qBsup

)
+ F0

⇔ Fmin − F0

sd
>
r

q

(
1− hmin

qBsup

)
which means, according to step 1, point ii) above, and to the particular fishing effort
Et = E(Fmin) = Fmin−F0

sd that

E(Fmin) > E(hmin, B(hmin)). (A.4)

As E(hmin, B(hmin)) = Ess(B(hmin)) (see step 1, point ii) above), according to eqs.498

(A.3) and (A.4), we have Bss(E(Fmin)) < B(hmin), whatever the initial condition499

B0 ∈ [B(hmin), Bsup]. The economic constraint (4) can thus not be satisfied in the500

long-run.501

Note that reducing the fishing effort below E(Fmin) would violate the ecological502

constraint, while increasing it would lead to a lower biomass equilibrium (see point503

i) of step 1). Non-stationary fishing effort such that Et ≥ E(Fmin) would lead to504

lower biomass levels than Bss(E(Fmin)).505
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